Stefan Osnowski

BASIC
My name is Stefan Osnowski and I am a visual artist, working and specialized in
woodcut, but I am also a experienced teacher, giving classes, workshops in Fine Art
and special courses in woodcut and printmaking in Germany, Hungary, Holland and
Portugal. I lived and worked in Germany and Hungary but since 2022 I am settled in
Lisbon / Portugal.
The basic idea of all my artistic work is to combine digital and analog medias, such as
digital media and woodcut. I am investigating digital codes to transform it into analog
ones to represent phenomenas such as time, movement and spaces in a two dimensional
image frame.
I work with the earliest form of printmaking, woodcut. I´m interested in slowing at
a time, characterized by rapid frame rate. All works are made by hand, without the
use of any machine and all are monochrome prints, mostly in black and white. For
all woodcuts the motifs are selected with a digital camera. A line screen is set on the
wooden panel and the image will be transferred to it. Carving along the lines, changing
in width and depth, lifts out gradually only the light zones. White or black lines,
thicker or thinner, forming the basic graphic pattern. The multi-transformed motif is
not as clear recognized on the final print. Depending on the image and position of the
observer, it may be more or less noticeable. Only the viewer‘s gaze forms an ambiguous
and complete image.
In all works it is about a balance between abstraction and realism. The combination of
wood printing, as the oldest, and digital photo, as the newest form, to make a copy, has
to me a very special tension - The transformation of the original image into an abstract
binary bar code - 1 or 0 – on the wooden panel.

„For many years now, Stefan Osnowski has been concerned
with a new approach to wood engravings and has been
developing the opportunities inherent to the technique.
When preparing the engravings enlarged to the size of an
easel painting, he creates a range of tonal values purely
through the variation of the width and depth of the
carved lines, horizontal or diagonal, as well as through
the alteration of the density of the grid whilst retaining a
purely monochrome imagery. His printing technique also
deviates from the norm, due to the use of a palm-size glass
lens to manually rub the ink onto the paper rather than a
printing press, thus preserving the apparent uniqueness of
each individual item in a series. Physical contact and handcrafting is just as much a part of the concept as gathering a
theme or selecting a medium.”
János Schneller

Detail of ENTRE IV
Foto @ Milica Mrvic 2018

Fractals

2021

The german title of this series „Anlandung“ refers
to the so called „land reclamation“. Almost on
the border between something and nothing, these
experimental abstract prints explore the very nature
of what constitutes an image. The vast swaths of color
and forms, combined with the remains of digital
like traces of interferences are record of the physical
gestures involved in the construction. The technique
of overlapping prints of different woodblocks creates
new correlations, elements of deconstruction and
reconstruction alternate constantly or even shift places
such as if it would be a section of a large continental
drift. These works look as though they could be some
strange scientific evidence of natural processes.

ANLANDUNG (1/5)
oil-based woodcuts on paper, Edition 5
print size 73 x 57 cm, paper size 84,7 x 68 cm
©2021 Stefan Osnowski

FRACTUS (1/4)
oil-based woodcut on Arches 240g/m2 „Bütten“-paper, Edition 4
print size 60 x 42 cm, paper size 76 x 56 cm
©2021 Stefan Osnowski

FRACTUS (3/4) + (4/4)
oil-based woodcut on Arches 240g/m2 „Bütten“-paper, Edition 4
print size 60 x 42 cm, paper size 76 x 56 cm
©2021 Stefan Osnowski

Fractal landscapes

2020-2021

„… every map displays a specific world; so does it display the world as it
is, as it was, as it will be, as it could be, or as it should be?“ (Christian
Jacob: Towards a Cultural History of Cartography, 1996)
One of the peculiar phenomena of European science, literature and
art since the 19th century is the persistent presence of figures who
work as field surveyors and who optionally measure or redesign the
topography of real and fictional spaces.
This not only coincides with one of the biggest field surveyor
expeditions of the Modern Era: Before Alexander Humboldt set out
on the trip to South America (1799-1804), he had written a letter
to his Berlin bankers, in which he formulated his travel destination:
“I will collect plants and animals, examine the warmth, elasticity,
magnetic and electrical content of the atmosphere, dissect them, determine
geographical longitudes and latitudes and measure mountains (…)“
Already in 1669 Vermeer van Delft had finished his iconic
painting The Geographer, on which the displayed protagonist leans
thoughtfully over maps and papers, the dividers in his hand. In the
background there are maps laying all over the floor and hanging on
the wall.

detail of ANHÖHE
oil-based woodcuts on paper, Edition 4
print size 79 x 61 cm, paper size 106 x 78 cm
©2021 Stefan Osnowski

Mapping becomes an external reality and archival device for
objective knowledge and reality. „Maps are statements about the
physical nature of the world, its shape and its limits. They display beliefs
or concepts about the nature of the world and how it can be depicted.“
(Christian Jacob)
German-language literature impressively documents the continuity
of field surveyors as a fictional figure: the protagonist in Franz
Kafka’s “Schloss”; Goethe’s Faust (notice the Rembrandt etching
of Faust, depicted in almost the same pose as the Geographer
at Vermeer’s painting); Hauke Haien

in Theodor Storm’s
“Schimmelreiter” or the unequal pair of Gauß and Humboldt in
Daniel Kehlmann’s “Die Vermessung der Welt”.
The works of this series are playing with several respective ideas
of the predictability, representability and controllability (or
uncontrollability) of the world.

KARTOGRAF
oil-based woodcuts on paper, Edition 4
print size 79 x 61 cm, paper size 106 x 78 cm
©2021 Stefan Osnowski

The so called „fractal landscapes“ are based on a
computer generated algorithm of surfaces that
imitates the appearance of a natural terrain, which
was first introduced by Benoit Mandelbrot in
the late 70´s. The technique of carving in these
woodcuts also correspond with the so called Perlin
Noise, a type of gradient noise used in computer
graphics.

ANHÖHE / HYPSOS
oil-based woodcuts on paper, Edition 4
print size 79 x 61 cm, paper size 106 x 78 cm
©2021 Stefan Osnowski

LANDVERMESSER
left: 7/10 (stone grey) right: 8/10 (opaque ultramarine)
oil-based woodcuts on paper, Edition 10
print size 122 x 82 cm, paper size 135 x 92,5 cm
©2020 Stefan Osnowski

ART.SALON
FELIX BROSIUS

The digital woodcut as a mirror of our
cultural image practice
It is not all that often that an artist succeeds in creating
an entirely unique and unmistakable aesthetic through his
technique alone. The “Digital Woodcuts” by Stefan Osnowski
exhibit this kind of unseen suggestion.
Stefan Osnowski is an artist who constructs his pictures
elaborately. To do this, he exclusively uses the centuries-old
technique of woodblock printing. This in itself is rather
unusual for a contemporary artist. What is absolutely unique,
however, is that Osnowski uses one of the oldest reproduction
processes, commonly known for its coarse - precisely woodcutlike - representations, to create an extremely filigree, digitally
appealing, ultra-modern aesthetic.
Woodcut with digital grid
Digital images, as we see them almost constantly today on
television, computer and mobile phone screens, are made up of
countless individual pixels. On modern devices, the image pixels
are now so numerous and small that we no longer perceive
them as individual dots, but we are all familiar with the raster
optics that show up on old screens and in awkwardly enlarged
digital images. A very similar grid structure also characterises
Osnowski’s prints, for just as in the construction of digital
images, he also transfers the motif into a strict grid of light and
dark. The extremely fine gradations and shadings in his pictures,
which are typical of woodcuts, result solely from the density
of the screen dots and only form in the eye of the beholder. In
Osnowski’s work, the printing block itself knows no shades, it
only distinguishes light and dark, positive - negative, zero and
one, and thus becomes the digital code of the motif.
However, while the translation of the motif into a digital grid is
carried out by the computer according to a fixed algorithm in
fractions of a second, the manual reproduction in the woodcut
is a lengthy process, characterised by random influences and
incapable of being precisely controlled at any time. How does
the wood split? How does the knife cut into the grain? Where
do the inevitable little mistakes creep in? A physical process
throughout, which Osnowski even maintains during the
printing process, for he dispenses with the printing machine

September 2021
usually used for woodblock printing and also makes the
prints manually, first pressing the paper onto the wooden
stick by hand and then repeatedly sweeping the back of
the paper with various glass lenses in countless circular
movements until it has absorbed the ink - the most strenuous
process in the entire process of creating the picture, which
takes several hours for larger works and gives each print an
individual character.
»I love the bulky, hard to control natural material and the
very handmade and physical but sensitive creative process of
printing.«
Freedom of nature and »non-places« of efficiency
Osnowski works both representationally and abstractly, up to
the informal. Two themes recur among his motifs: landscapes
with an almost romantic feel and cold, anonymous street
views - places of longing and “non-places”, as Osnowski
himself calls them. Growing up in the 1970s and 80s in a
small town in the former GDR, Osnowski perceived the
narrow alleys of the town as a mirror of provincial narrowmindedness in a country surrounded by walls, even at a
young age. So the rivers, lakes and forests of the surrounding
countryside quickly became an escape point where he and
his friends could build their own island dream kingdoms
between water and reeds in a landscape characterised by old,
flooded peat pits - and when even these islands became too
small, they “borrowed” the fisherman’s boat without being
asked and travelled up the rivers. Almost always taking pen
and paper to record the impressions. »I often took a small
sketchbook with me to draw and paint with watercolours. I
dreamed of the sea, the mountains and the distance.«
»Nature taught me what freedom means.«
This connection to nature continues to this day and finds
expression in Osnowski’s work. This is most clearly visible in
representational depictions of nature, of towering mountain
massifs or wave crests towering over the horizon in a
roaring sea, which recommend themselves for a place in the
Hamburger Kunsthalle right next to Caspar David Friedrich.
But the view of nature is not always unclouded. The series
“Icarian Landscape” shows a terrain that is dissolving,
structures that are disintegrating, a place that is disappearing
and is barely recognisable as a landscape. At the same time,
the figurative representation recedes, dissolves, passes over
into the abstract, as if the decay had to be documented, but
out of the artist’s defiance or grace, this happens in a tolerable
way behind the veil of abstraction.

But places do not only disappear, they also emerge anew,
not infrequently created by man and in these cases all too
often as less homely places, arbitrarily interchangeable,
not intended for lingering, but built under the dictates of
efficiency according to functional aspects, serving industry
or traffic, places of passage, unwelcome for inhabitation. For
Osnowski, these are “non-places”, unsteady and soulless,
which he captures in the woodcut, frozen in a snapshot like a
single frame from an endless film.
Subversion of the digital image aesthetic
The digital grid is always placed over the motif like a filter
and picks up on today’s prevailing image aesthetics. For while
digital images have been evolving for decades to appear as
real as possible, they have almost tragically shaped their very
own aesthetic that dominates our viewing habits today. In
a way, Osnowski is now turning the tables and reclaiming
the interpretive space by subjecting traditional production
and printing processes to the digital code. A contest with
very unequal weapons. As you read this sentence, over 5,000
photos are being uploaded on Instagram alone, more than
1,000 every second, about 100 million per day. Osnowski
works on one motif for many weeks and months.
Woodcut is certainly not one of the most popular techniques
among contemporary artists today, and so Osnowski, who
lives in Budapest, probably has a largely unique position. He
also found his way to today’s virtuoso technique only in a
roundabout way. In the early 1990s, he first began studying
classical archaeology in Kiel, but quickly switched to German
studies and theatre pedagogy in Greifswald before finally
moving there to the Caspar David Friedrich Institute of Art
from 1994 to 2000. He focused on painting and installation
and had his first solo exhibitions in Greifswald and Berlin
early on, the promising response to which could have
encouraged him to continue on his chosen path. However,
this was countered by starting a family and moving to
Budapest, which temporarily uprooted him artistically. He
sought new forms of expression and finally found woodcut.
By now, his works can be seen in numerous solo and group
exhibitions and can be found in various private collections
worldwide. This is not surprising, for Osnowski has
transformed the traditional woodcut into a modern visual
language, as if this archaic technique were the ideal, almost
indispensable medium for negotiating the issues at stake in
our cultural visual practice.

GRID
oil-based woodcuts on paper, Edition 8
print size 60 x 42 cm, paper size 70 x 50 cm
©2020 Stefan Osnowski

Wilderness

2019-2020
Osnowskis works of this series utilize the digital realm to combine
with elements of traditional printing techniques like woodcut.
The artists process of carving involves using digital gestures and
touchscreen failures to develop his works, which once complete,
may be read as an abstracted and monochrome version of
contemporary digital image, full of vibrant color, suggestive with
distortions, static and blips that contrast with subtle gradations of
luminous color saturation.
This vibration, the interference, you will find in several works
of this series and with pictorial titles like WALDFLUCHT,
ABENDSEITE, GEHÖLZ, LICHTUNG, IKARISCHE
LANDSCHAFT. Formally there are many similarities between the
older and this newer prints, although there are many differences in
their content and technology.
WALDFLUCHT can be translated as „edge of the forest“, often
the straight line the forests end forms, leading into the distance. Yet
the title also allude to the english word „escape“ (Flucht). Osnowski
suggests to the viewer a landscape that dissolves, fades, escapes or
falls, and that the motif can only be recognized in vague and vague
outlines.
detail of WALDFLUCHT (1/3)
oil-based woodcuts on paper, Edition 3
print size 125 x 170 cm, paper size 134 x 180 cm
©2019 Stefan Osnowski

WALDFLUCHT (2/3)
oil-based woodcuts on paper, Edition 3
print size 125 x 170 cm,
paper size 134 x 180 cm
©2019 Stefan Osnowski

WALD (2/3) orange / dark turquoise
oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 3
print size 45 x 43 cm, paper size 70 x 54 cm
©2019 Stefan Osnowski

GEHÖLZ (2/4) green / prussian blue
oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 4
print size 30 x 22 cm, paper size 39,5 x 27 cm
©2020 Stefan Osnowski

IKARISCHE LANDSCHAFT (4/6) yellow green / dark rubine red
oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 6
print size 60 x 40 cm, paper size 69 x 50 cm
©2019 Stefan Osnowski

IKARISCHE LANDSCHAFT (3/6) magenta / dark cyan blue
oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 6
print size 60 x 40 cm, paper size 69 x 50 cm
©2019 Stefan Osnowski

LICHTUNG (5/6) light mint green / dark prussian blue
oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 6
print size 60 x 40 cm, paper size 69 x 50 cm
©2019 Stefan Osnowski

“[...] I would like to highlight three aspects that appear in Osnowski’s pictures
as a recurring content and technical issue:
The first is the reflection on the effects of the visuality (wilderness) caused by
the digital explosion, to which the artist approaches through deconstruction.
Manual capture of an image that is distorted through deliberate or random
errors in digital imaging (glitches) raises the issue of recognizing the original
image, thus indirectly referring to the problems of acquisition of virtual
knowledge and information loss, in a wider sense, the fundamental question
of forgetting.
The other issue is the examination of the relation between the whole and
the part through reduction. How far the visual remains recognizable by the
repetition and variation of any randomly picked part. And up to what extent
the part carries the substance of the whole.
The third aspect is the examination of the smallest components of the image
in parallel with woodcut and digital image. Osnowski, in his latest prints,
reduces the woodcut to its most basic units, the stroke of the engraving
knife, which corresponds to the basic unit of digital data storage, the bit.
The parallels are not forced, as both are based on the dichotomous structure
of yes-no, 0-1, false-true, and dark-light. Thus, in the minimalist visuality,
thousands of years of woodcut technique and vision are found together with
the basic unit that stores digital information, which today is used to store and
then retrieve most images, and through which we eventually see reality.
For Osnowski, the interface is not a screen lit up by illuminated pixels, but a
unique imprint of a hand-worked wooden stump that - after multiple turns reveals the deeper connections of the layers of reality.” (János Schneller)
detail of IKARISCHE LANDSCHAFT (3/6)
cyan / dark violet
oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 6
print size 60 x 40 cm, paper size 69 x 50 cm
©2019 Stefan Osnowski

detail of WALDFLUCHT (1/3)
oil-based woodcuts on paper, Edition 3
print size 125 x 170 cm, paper size 134 x 180 cm
©2019 Stefan Osnowski

ABENDSEITE (1/8)
oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 8
print size 30 x 20 cm, paper size 35 x 25 cm
©2019 Stefan Osnowski

Vadon

2019

VADON 1-3 (Triptych)
(Rubine Red edition)
oil-based woodcuts on paper, Edition 6
print size (Singles) 125 x 83 cm, paper size 135 x 91 cm
©2019 Stefan Osnowski

“Monochrome” comes from the ancient greek word “monochromos”, literally meaning ‚having one colour‘. The monochrome often serves purposes.
On one hand to communicate spiritual purity; by choosing one colour, one could explore the tranquility of total abstraction. The other purpose was
to reduce the work of art to its simplest form so that the focus of the piece would be on its pure physical elements; colour, form, texture.
“Vadon” is the hungarian equivalent for wilderness. Accordingly an area is been called as wilderness, if it is assigned as a counter-world to any cultural
principle of order. The evaluation can be both positive and negative: as “untamed, untidy” nature in contrast to the cultivated nature, or as “unspoiled,
innocent” nature. It is this innocent wilderness the biblical motif of Garden Eden, the mythological place of the Genesis, the origin of all forms. The
untouched forest still as a metaphor and longing landscape, as a counterpart to urban cityscapes, nowadays retains its mythical face.
This work “Vadon” plays with two sides of these “Morphogenesis’”; on one hand the perceptual image which only emerges as an optical mirroring
of the texture and forms on the viewers retina; and on the other hand the monochrome motif itself: the “wilderness” as the spiritual place of
morphogenesis.

VADON
(3-plates print on one sheet of paper)
oil-based woodcuts on paper, Edition 3
print size 125 x 250 cm, paper size 140 x 261 cm
©2019 Stefan Osnowski

Floating world

2019

The series of 3 woodcuts in their title refers on the one hand to the classical genre of the „Ukijo-e” (Flowing
World), a name of a genre of Japanese painting and printmaking, on the other hand also to the element water in
general. At the same time, each single graphics in their respective design, composition, specific graphic means and
finally their individual titles allude to 3 well-known woodcuts by Katsushika Hokusai: “Kirifuri Waterfall”, “The
Great Wave of Kanagawa” and “Yoro Waterfall “.
The basic visual idea of this print series is that of image manipulation and the associated critical questioning of
the visible: To what extent can a new visibility in the midst of the virtualized visible rediscover the artistically
“invisible”?
Nowadays we live in a world of hypertrophic vision. Our vision is overshadowed by the flood of images with
digital designs: filters automate perception and create synthetic (virtual) sensory worlds. Instrumental visual
aids replace direct visual perception through the “skopian”, industrialized and technical vision which is trained
in artificial sight. The mechanization of the image and visual conditioning, which was laid out in the history of
civilization, today finds its contemporary equivalents.
Starting with the fixed visibility of the classical picture leading to both the manipulable visibility of the digital
image and the interactive visibility of the computer simulation, the visible has become dynamic and virtualized.
The visible on the screens becomes so independent and uncontrollable that it is considered a reality. The images
considered as informative representations of reality change their ontological status and mutate into a substitution
of reality.

FLOATING WORLD
series of 3 oil-based woodcuts on paper, Edition 6
print size 60 x 42 cm, paper size 69 x 50 cm
©2019 Stefan Osnowski
left: „Kirifuri“
middle: „Kanagawa“
right: “Yoro“

Entre

2017-2018

The serie of large-scale monochromatic woodcuts shows images of an empty Seascape on the west coast of Europe,
in southern Portugal. This landscape is characterized by its broad boundlessness.
The composition of each image always follows the same strict classical principle: The Focus goes out to the sea
to an endless horizon in the distance that divides the image exactly in the middle. The upper half of the picture
portrays a cloudy sky during the twilight of the dawning night. In the lower half the ocean and waves break in
endless repetition on the shore and blur the border between land and sea.
These pictures are absolute in their dissolution, which evokes a BETWEEN: The invisible line between sea and
sky, water and earth, between day and night, and light and darkness, between fluid movement and complete
standstill. They are snapshots that capture the back and forth of water crashing onto the shore, and losing itself in
the sand only to be retracted a few moments later to throw itself against the shore with renewed force.
The endlessness of the sky and sea provoke us to consider our own limitations: The horizon is a limit we can never
reach, that constantly suggests to us its distance. At the same time these images are also projections of our dreams
and aspirations, suggested to unparalleled distance and depth. But it is only the glimpse into the distance that
truly opens up our view to the inside, to the width and boundlessness within ourselves. Due to their delimitation,
these images also refer to the painting „The Monk by the Sea“ by Caspar David Friedrich, on which Heinrich
von Kleist remarked: „…since in its monotony and boundlessness it has no foreground except the frame, when
viewing it, it is as if one’s eyelids had been cut away.”.
The original digital photographs are transformed during a month-long time-consuming handwork into a digital
barcode which will be carved into wood to be finally printed by hand on paper. The use of any mechanical
equipment is deliberately avoided. The traditional analog printing of images and the associated loss of information
compared to the original photographs, exerts a peculiar tension by underlining the contrast between the digital
immaterial image and the handmade physical print.

Exhibition view with ENTRE IV
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 10
print size 120 x 89 cm, paper size 140 x 110 cm
2018
Foto © Milica Mrvic

CORDOAMA
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 5
print size 140 x 304 cm, paper size 147,5 x 317 cm
©2018 Stefan Osnowski

CORDOAMA
Exhibition view 2018
Foto © Lukács Gabi

OESTE 1/5 (exhibition view)
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 5
print size 45 x 43 cm, paper size 70 x 55 cm
©2018 Stefan Osnowski

OESTE (2 - 4 + E.A.)
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 5
print size 45 x 43 cm, paper size 70 x 55 cm
©2018 Stefan Osnowski

ENTRE 5
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 12
print size 60 x 42 cm, paper size 69 x 49 cm
©2018 Stefan Osnowski

ENTRE 6
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 12
print size 60 x 42 cm, paper size 69 x 49 cm
©2018 Stefan Osnowski

ENTRE IV (5/10)
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 10
print size 120 x 89 cm, paper size 140 x 110 cm
©2018 Stefan Osnowski

"The resulting system makes the surface into lattice
structure that consist of triangles, that is geometric,
and while observing it from close, it can be called an
abstract net. While the starting point of the woodcut is
still the moment of the stationery picture of the visible
world, or rather, at the intersection of the place where
the lines cross each other, the works of art get one step
closer to geometric abstraction or we can say: to the
resolution of the printing technology , where points are
born, that resemble the pixels of a digital photograph."
János Schneller

ENTRE IV (5/10) Deatail
©2018 Stefan Osnowski

Új Művészet
NORBERT VASS

The algae green sea is deep, the cloudy sky is high
Stefan Osnowski: ENTRE – átmenet (in between)
Deep is the algae green sea, the cloudy sky is high.
The sand is softly sinking today again, misty wind blows in
our face. If the radio existed in 1809 and it had a weather
forecast, a man’s gloomy voice would have given this
prognose for the area of the Baltic Sea. The figure in Caspar
David Friedrich’s painting from that year The Monk by
the Sea, however, certainly sees and feels different. He is
surrounded by silence as he watches the waves approaching.
His cassock blends in with the water, with himself almost
entirely fading into the blurring surroundings - distorted
into a tiny, upside-down dash. Instead of showing a
romantic tableau, Friedrich stages more the contemplative
manifestation of the monk’s inner scene. Recognizing the
infinite space leads the artist to turn landscape genre into a
philosophic manifestation. The moment is frozen, and time
remains in us.
The sand again is softly sinking today, misty wind blows
in our face. The algae green sea is deep, the cloudy sky is
high. This is what emerges to us as we observe the pieces
of the exhibition by Stefan Osnowski: ENTRE – átmenet.
Although Osnowski uses a unique technique to make his
prints, through their poetry they still resonate to numerous
periodes, artists and styles of art history. His works
may remind of classical Japanese engravings, as well as
Friedrich’s aforementioned abstract romanticism, the Rhine
photos of Gursky could be mentioned - but even onecolor impressionism or some peculiar deconstruction of
hungarian alföldi (lowland) landscape painting. Osnowski’s
works consolidate with time. To hurry would not be
worth it, the space is the first thing we have to perceive at
Resident Art Gallery anyway.

July / August 2018

The prints of the German artist living in Hungary might
seem nonfigurative compositions from up close, but from
more distance the grid-like structure of the images builds
up to angry clouds, the strict, diagonal line structure
draws a battle of sea bank and waves. Back to the space.
Just like Osnowski on the woodplate, we ourselves also
mark diagonals in the living room-size exhibition hall, as
observing the works from different distances and angles,
they show their various faces. The star-like patterns of
the prints seem as if someone dancing left thousands of
shoeprints in the ink, or as if some foolish field surveyors
may scratched - with the accuracy of an engineer - St.
Andrew’s crosses all over the paper. The case here is
different though.
Osnowski first takes a picture (previously of road crossings,
forest images, or abandoned buildings, lately seascapes),
so that the banal content of the moment photographed
will then be individualized through a time consuming,
technically and also philosophically well-thought-out
method. In his art, the most modern digital material,
the thousands of pixels are countervailed by the ancient
method of wood carving, the split second of exposure of
his camera by the hours and hours of manual work. He
builds a raster net with great precision of a craftsman, while
poetry sneaks into the obsolete genre of landscape images
by his monochrome pointillism. He challenges the sharp,
overly technological, hyperrealist and emotionless portrayal
of reality with his silent, haggard language and by working
with the aesthetics of lacks and subtraction.
We would presumedly have a similar visionary effect if we
enlarged a picture from one of the touristic magazines of
any Eastern bloc country in the 70’s, screen printed them the image grids would fall apart the same way. But in that
case, nothing else would happen but technology ruining
the image. What would be left is the gesture of purpose,
but personality would disappear. While both of these are

important components of Osnowski’s prints. Instead of a
printing press, he uses a palm-size lens, to rub the ink from
the wood plate on to the paper like an artisan, consciously
shattering the repetitive details of the vivid and boring
postcard world.
Do we see imaginary or real landscapes? The tide of
condensation and thinning, or as liquids are freezing? As
if facing the rays of a dark sun, we have to squint: because
we can sense figurality, but as we take one step aside, the
structure glints immediately. What we see is abstract and
concrete at the same time. Or somewhere in between
the two. This is also the promise of the exhibition’s title.
Land and sea, sky and the water surface, woodcarving
and photograph, digital and analogue all come together
on these pictures. There is another in between in a
biographical sense even: Portugal. The artist used to live
there and the Entre series and the photographs, which
the prints Oeste and Cordoama were based on, also come
from.
Osnowski is a consistent image-constructor, who adjusts
his creation methods considerately. Therefore, it also might
be noticed as an in between that four pieces of the 2015
Fluxo series are exhibited apart from the newest, diagonal
grid works dominating the exhibition itself. On these, we
can only find horizontal cuts, which might seem to be a
land map from afar, while from up close they look like a
structure of frames of blurred, dissolved lines. As if the
apocryphal pages of the atlas of an old fantasy world was
hanged on the wall, or the electrocardiograph diagram of
an unknown continent’s heartbeat.
Deep is the algae green sea, the cloudy sky is high. The
sand is softly sinking today again, and misty wind blows
in our face. Visiting the exhibition of Stefan Osnowski,
we might get to sense all that. We might also presume that
the exhibited works are seeking the common realms of
mathematics, music and philosophy. They blur the borders
of rationality and emotions into geometrical harmony.

CORDOAMA (carving process)
size 140 x 304 cm
©2018 Stefan Osnowski

printing ENTRE IV
©2018 Stefan Osnowski

Non-places

2015-2017

“For the artist of German descent, movement and displacement is not merely an artistically important theme,
as it also plays an important role in his own life as he’s been on the move for a significant period of time; he
previously lived in Portugal, Hungary and Germany for years before returning and settling in Hungary a year ago.
He chose a host of locations as the main theme of his latest series which, due to their very nature, have become
“non-places” (Unort), some of which were originally built as such. These “non-places” include motorways, tunnels,
airport terminals, mall corridors or underground garages. None of these were designed for residing within, and
furthermore, due to their function have been destined for transit use. Hence, the title of the exhibition refers to
passing and crossing, which is related to one of the most frequently used expressions of our time and age, speed.
Not only does the increase in speed lead to a change in our sensations, but also alter our notions and memories of
imagery. The landscapes and locations appear in a fractional and disintegrated manner in our retinas, etched into
our memories as a blur. The landscape, as viewed from the window of a speeding train or a car passing through
a tunnel, is no longer an image consisting of characteristic details, but rather a faded impression which loses its
individual nature and seamlessly serves into some kind of unified landscape, the uniqueness of which our brain
– due to the speed – is unable to perceive or accommodate. We quickly end up with a headache when staring
out the window of a high-speed train. Osnowski evokes the imagery of the world of passage by a fragmented
and abstracted view through a technique in which the time spent on its creation is inversed to the proportion
of the time of the reception regarding the perceived experience. The reception of the unusually large-sized wood
engravings requires space, distance and time in order to somehow piece together the abstracted view of passing
images.”
János Schneller (RESIDENT ART BUDAPEST GALLERY)

Exhibitionview with PASSAGEM 2 - 4 at PRALAC Faro (Portugal) 2016
@ 2016 Stefan Osnowski

PASSAGEM 1

PASSAGEM 2

PASSAGEM 3

„Walking is to miss the place“ (Michel de Certeau)

PASSAGEM 1-4
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 5
print size 125 x 185 cm, paper size 145 x 200 cm
©2015-2016 Stefan Osnowski

4 seconds and around 150 meters of a drive by car in a city tunnel.
Time and movement are inextricably linked through the place,
which here is just something transitory, only temporary, built to pass
through fast, not to stop or to slow down. - 4 single images, snapshots,
depicted in 4 big woodcuts, portrayed to real time of almost 6 months
of cutting the panels.

PASSAGEM 4

Exhibitionview PASSAGE Budapest (Hungary) 2017

“Space, as frequentation of places rather than a place, stems in effect from
a double movement: the traveller’s movement, of course, but also a parallel
movement of the landscapes which he catches only in partial glimpses, a series
of ‘snapshots’ piled hurriedly into his memory and, literally, recomposed in
the account of gives of them, the sequencing of slides in the commentary
he imposes on his entourage when he returns. Travel...constructs a fictional
relationship between gaze and landscape. And while we use the word ‘space’
to describe the frequentation of places which specifically defines the journey,
we should still remember that there are spaces in which the individual feels
himself to be a spectator without paying much attention to the spectacle. As
if the position of the spectator were the essence of the spectacle, as if basically
the spectator in the position of a spectator were his own spectacle. (…) The
traveller’s space may thus be the archetype of non-place.”
Marc Augé, Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity. 1995

The original foto, taken out of a fast moving train, used to develope the woodcut ZUG I.
@ 2016 Stefan Osnowski

ZUG II
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 10
print size 120 x 120 cm, paper size 150 x 150 cm
©2017 Stefan Osnowski

ZUG I
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 10
print size 120 x 120 cm, paper size 150 x 150 cm
©2017 Stefan Osnowski

Time and movement
Time is a determinant concept in forms of art where motion is a key factor in order for a narrative to be explored
as it occurs, such as in video art, performance, and theatre. The concept of time is also an important parameter for
a two-dimensional artwork, which can comprise time through movement or as a snapshot. On this basis its to be
determine the nature of time, through the moment, as a still/snapshot in a static artwork such as a wood print.
The concept of capturing time in art comprised subjects for contemporary art: how to transfer approaches of timing
into a two-dimensional artwork, namely printmaking, that arise in depicting the sense of time? The idea is to
visualize the illusion of the motion continuity and thus the illusion of time by freezing it. There is a differentiated
perspective in depicting and presenting the real time and the illusion of it, with time consisting of a weaving of
reality and deception.
The existence and at the same time the “non-existence” (lack of obviousness) of time is an object of research for me
as an artist so as to define the sense of time passing via numerous optical dimensions. The model of perceiving time
is formed every time by the aesthetic view.
On the other side, choosing woodcut as a medium of expression, its also a way of representing the contemporary
situation. The often monumental prints, which take a long time to make, effectively slow down time by extending
the moment of the constitution of the image from a brief second, which in this case is the digital photo, to entire
months, until the final work is ready. The work of the artist is here the result of the contemporary perspective in
depicting issues and concepts of time, through a more simplified aesthetic. This is a conceptual tool in order for the
artwork to communicate the illusion of motion portrayed to real time.

ALPHA
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 10
print size 73 x 108 cm, paper size 100 x 130 cm
©2017 Stefan Osnowski

ÚT
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 10
print size 73 x 108 cm, paper size 100 x 130 cm
©2017 Stefan Osnowski

Exhibitionview PASSAGE Budapest (Hungary) 2017
@ 2017 Milica Mrvic

SZENTENDREI ÚT I-III
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 10
print size 22 x 20 cm, paper size 40 x 26 cm
©2017 Stefan Osnowski

SUBIDA
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 15
print size 42 x 60 cm, paper size 64 x 79 cm
©2015 Stefan Osnowski

PONTE III
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 15
print size 42 x 60 cm, paper size 64 x 79 cm
©2015 Stefan Osnowski
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The infinite extention of the moment
Stefan Osnowski PASSAGE
Tunnels, motorways, bridges or even the middle of a road
intersection - places that were deliberately created just to cross,
always the way, never the destination. In anthropology and
cultural studies they are known as “non-places”. In his exhibition
“Passage” in the showroom “Resident Art Budapest” the German
artist Stefan Osnowski dedicates himself to these strange places.
Stefan Osnowski never seems to stay in one place for a longer
time; the 46 year old artist has lived and worked in cities such as
Hamburg, Lagos, Lisbon and Budapest. It is this constant “being
on the move” that made him aware of the existence of the “nonplaces”. “I lived in Lagos, Portugal, for a while,” says Osnowski,
“and was impressed by the two completely different life phases
that this place has to offer”. In the summer it was crowded, noisy,
chaotic and fast and one had the feeling of just wanting to leave,
but in the winter everything was deserted, still and lonely. “The
duality of life was decisive for my woodcuts,” says the artist.
Currently, several of his prints can be seen in the exhibition
“Passage” in the showroom “Resident Art Budapest”.
Traditional technique meets modern motifs
Traditional techniques such as lithography or woodcut are rarely
encountered in the art world today. This makes Osnowski’s works
a special feature. Furthermore, the prints impress by their size,
because usually this technique can only be implemented in much
smaller version. In addition, the artist combines the traditional
technique with a completely new approach: his cuts consist

of horizontally superimposed lines. The relief of these stripes
creates a wide range of tonal values in the print, so strip by strip
construct a image that looks like the noisy picture of old home
videos. Working on the woodcuts takes a lot of time and patience
from Osnowski. For the completion of his four-part series
“Passagem”, which can be seen in the current exhibition, the artist
needed, for example, half a year.
Speed versus slowness
In his works Osnowski creates a contrast between the speed and
insignificance of the motifs, which only embody the brief second,
and the lengthy process of creating the woodcut. “What fascinates
me so much is this split moment that I extend infinitely,” says
the artist. His work begins with simple snapshots. “The motives I
usually catch with my iPhone camera.“ His two-part series “Zug”
was about a photo, taken from the window of a moving express
train, as a basis. “It’s these motives that always just rush by,”
explains Osnowski, family man and art teacher at the German
School in Budapest, “that inspire me”. He does not necessarily see
himself as a creator, but merely as an observer, trying to perceive
and catch things. The creative phase has ended when the physical
work begins. At this stage, it requires a high concentration,
emphasizes Osnowski, “For my series” Passagem “, I have
retreated for three weeks in a lonely house in Alentejo, Portugal.
There were days when I did not speak a single word. “

Exhibitionview PASSAGE Budapest (Hungary) 2017
@ 2017 Milica Mrvic

Water Thoughts

2015

Seeing Chen Qui´s work, I am not thinking that much about the
technical side, its parameters and its handcraft tradition, although
its more than meaningful in his work, like for example „1963“.
I am thinking about the motive water itself and its tradition in
art reception, about the links between the different art works
through the time. I am thinking about the fascination for water
and its symbolic power. I am thinking about the transforming and
reflective side of the different flowing water surfaces.
Water has, in particular, transforming properties for example in
Buddhism, in which the humid element is a image of life because
of its infinite ability to transform. The human existence is always
compared with a great ocean, the flowing water points to the
inconstancy and transience of all phenomena in life.
Seeing Chen Qui´s work, I am thinking about the notion of
time itself, which is so much present in his work, of course also
reinforced trough the „monumental“ dimensions. Here time
passes like the flowing water, this fascination of capturing a single
moment of motion of something so abstract and concrete like
water.
Choosing woodcut as medium to transfer a digital image into a
handmade copy, has as well another notion of time facing Chen
Qui´s work. It is the breathtaking tension between the brief
momentary, capturing water in motion in the primary digital

image and the more then 10 months in real time of work, carving,
printing, to make the final large-scale print „1963“.
I am thinking about the compelling quality of water to inspire
contemplation and fear at the same time. A friend once said when
she saw a woodcut of Ernesto Bonato, that „..its better then any
other form, to bring the sea into us“, which is a wonderful idea
because its so abstract and human at the same time and because
its about contemplation and about relationship with nature, with
time and with ourself. The artist Roni Horn wrote: „...when you
see your reflection in water, do you recognize the water in you?..“
(Saying water, 2012)
A smooth water surface is comparable to a natural mirror. It
enables people to perceive their own image for the first time. In
the book Metamorphoses of OVID, the beautiful young Narcissus
falls even deeply in love with his own reflection that he bends over
towards the reflecting water surface.
In psychology, for Carl Gustav Jung (1875-1961) water is the
most common metaphor for the unconscious. Jung distinguishes
the personal subconscious from collective unconsciousness, the
so-called archetype. The symbol for this universal soul is the
sea, from which once all life, all consciousness came. The water
is, with its immensity, the image of the boundlessness of our
emotional affects and experiences, and is, above all, in the dream,
a reflection of our states, feelings and moods.

The depth of the water is like the depth of the soul in which the
mysterious powers of the unconscious are hidden. In german
language this symbolic meaning is very often used to circumscribe
mental states, for example in „in Gedanken versunken sein“ ...to be
sunk in thoughts (rapt in thoughts).
Water surfaces as a mirror and with its reflexion to ourself, from
this point of view I am seeing the water series of Chen Qui, Vija
Celmins and Franz Gertsch, the paintings of Gerhard Richter,
Anselm Kiefer or the photo-lithographs of water surfaces of the
river Themse from Roni Horn.
Standing in front of Wolfgang Tillmans´ photo „The State We´re
In, A“ (2015) reminds me intensively of the lonely monk in
Caspar-David Friedrichs painting „The monk by the sea“ (1810).
In front of Tillmans´ large photo suddenly I become this monk
myself, its me starring at the sea and its boundlessness, I am the „...
one, who would like to go over the sea but cannot; that one misses
any sign of life, and yet one senses the voice of life in the rush of
the water...“ (Heinrich von Kleist).

TEJO
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 12
print size 30 x 45 cm, paper size 40 x 53 cm
©2016 Stefan Osnowski

PARALISAÇÃO (1/5)
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 5
print size 117 x 180 cm, paper size 149 x 200 cm
©2015 Stefan Osnowski

FLUXO (9/15) „Storm“ edition
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 15
print size 60 x 42 cm, paper size 69 x 49 cm
©2015 Stefan Osnowski

Cityscapes

LAGOS (6 parts)
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 10
print size 42 x 30 cm, complete size 42 x 180 cm
©2015 Stefan Osnowski

2011-2015

METRO I-III
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 15
print size 42 x 60 cm, paper size 64 x 79 cm
©2016 Stefan Osnowski

Exhibitionview PARALICAÇÃO Lagos (Portugal) 2015
@ 2015 Stefan Osnowski

Landscapes

FELD
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 15
print size 42 x 60 cm, paper size 49 x 69 cm
©2011 Stefan Osnowski

2011-2015

FLUSS
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 15
print size 42 x 60 cm, paper size 49 x 69 cm
©2012 Stefan Osnowski

SINTRA III
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 5
print size 60,5 x 122 cm, paper size 80 x 140 cm
©2015 Stefan Osnowski

SINTRA II
Oil-based woodcut on paper, Edition 5
print size 60,5 x 122 cm, paper size 80 x 140 cm
©2015 Stefan Osnowski

ILLUSTRATION

Pedro Rosa Mendes TRANSPORT

TRANSPORT (Coverillustration)
Water-based woodcut on paper, Edition 15
print size 42 x 60 cm, paper size 49 x 69 cm
©2016 Stefan Osnowski
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